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Perception of slant-in-depth is automatic

WILLIAM EPSTEIN and TIMOTHY BABLER
University of Wisconsin-Madison, Madison, Wisconsin

Two experiments assessed perception of the slant-in-depth of static irregularly contoured shapes
when attention was withdrawn from processing slant-in-depth. The experiments showed that when
the memory load of the experimental task is minimal, discrimination of slant-in-depth is evi
denced even when attention has not been directed to slant discrimination. The findings are brought
to bear on a model of perceiving shape-at-a-slant (Epstein & Lovitts, 1985) that partitions the
components of the process into automatic and attention-demanding operations.

In earlier work, we compared judgments of shape-at-a
slant (Epstein & Lovitts, 1985) and size-at-a-distance (Ep
stein & Broota, 1986) under two attentional conditions. In
one condition, attention was directed to processing of shape
(Epstein & Lovitts, 1985) or processing of size (Epstein
& Broota, 1986); in the corresponding contrasting condi
tion, attention was withdrawn from processing of shape
or size. On a two-alternative forced-ehoice (2AFC) test,
which offered the subject a choice between an objective
and a projective match for the previously encountered stan
dards, subjects in the shape-directed and size-directed at
tentional conditions chose the objective alternative as a
match for the standard. In sharp contrast, when attention
hadbeen withdrawn from processing of shape or size, sub
jects chose the projective alternative as a match for the stan
dard. We took these findings as support for a partial au
tomaticity hypothesis. This is the proposal that the process
adumbrated by the shape-slant invariance hypothesis and
the size-distance invariance hypothesis (Epstein, 1973,
1977; Hochberg, 1978; Rock, 1975, 1983) is constituted
of two types of operations: automatic operations that
register and represent projective shape (or projective size)
and slant-in-depth (or absolute distance), and attentional
operations that integrate the outputs of the automatic oper
ations to form object-centered descriptions of shape and
size. When attention is withdrawn, only the outputs of the
automatic operations are available; hence, the preference
is for projective matches on the 2AFC test. When atten
tion is directed to shape and size processing, the output
of the full process is available; hence, the preference is
for the objective match.

In the earlier work, we did not solicit information con
cerning perceived slant-in-depth or perceived distance. In
the present experiments, we remedied this shortfall for the
case of slant-in-depth. There are two reasons for our con
cern with these data. First, in the presentations of the model
(e.g., see Epstein & Lovitts, 1985, Figure 1), we have as
sumed that registration of the optical correlates of slant-
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in-depth and representation of slant-in-depth is automatic.
Evidence from judgments of slant-in-depth is needed to
evaluate this assumption.

In addition to complementing the data in hand, the results
of the present experiments are important in assessment of
a rival account of the obtained findings. A number of
studies (Coren & Porac, 1983; Gogel, 1967; Gogel,
Loomis, Newman, & Sharkey, 1985; Gogel & Tietz, 1976;
Peterson, 1986; Tsal, 1984) suggest that the efficacy of
depth cues is affected by allocation of attention. Suppose
that, in the experiments by Epstein and Lovitts (1985) on
perceived shape-at-a-slant, when attention is diverted from
processing of depth cues, depth is assigned a default value.
In the case of slant-in-depth, the default assignment is the
frontoparallel orientation. (Ample evidence that such ten
dencies are at work even when depth cues are processed
is provided in an extensive series of studies by Gogel, 1967,
1978.) If an object that is rotated in depth is registered
as occupying the frontal plane, the shape-slant algorithm
will generate a shape that conforms to the projective
(viewer-centered) shape. In thiscase, however, the reported
shape is not evidence of the output of automatic operations
or of the need for attention to ensure an object-centered
description.

Measures of perceived slant-in-depth under varying at
tentional conditions (attention directed to processing of slant
vs. attention diverted from processing of slant) should pro
vide a basis for assessing the alternative interpretation. If
the account that we have offered (Epstein & Lovitts, 1985)
is correct, reports of perceived slant-in-depth should be
positively correlated with objective slant-in-depth, both
when attention is directed to processing slant and when at
tention is diverted from discriminations of slant. If the rival
account is correct, judgments of slant-in-depth should be
correlated with objective slant only when attention is
directed to discrimination of slant; when attention is
diverted from discrimination of slant, perceived slant should
be independent of objective slant, reflecting insteadthe ten
dency to assign all shapes to the frontoparallel orientation.

The general plan of the experiments involved compari
sons of slant-in-depth judgments under two attentional con
ditions in a situation modeled after Epstein and Lovitts's
(1985) experiments on the effect of attention on perceived
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EXPERIMENT 2

Experiment 2 was designed to examine the same ques
tion under conditions that reduced the memory demands

Results
The results of Experiment 1 are summarized in Table 1.

Under the numerosity-directed condition, the proportion
correct was .762; under the slant-directed condition, the
proportion correct was .962. Performance under each con
dition was significantly better than chance by the binomial
test (p < .(01). Odd-even discrimination under the
numerosity-directed condition was correct on 68.7% of the
trials. The results provide clear evidence of object
correlated representation of slant-in-depth in the absence
of focused attention.

the button labeled "even" if there was an even number of dots. A
sample shape with three dots was used to illustrate the task. Neither
shape nor slant discrimination was mentioned in the description of
the task.

After the instructions were administered, two of the eight stan
dard shapes were presented in succession. The exposure duration of
each shape was I sec, with about a 3-sec intershape interval. One
of the two shapes was presented in the frontoparallel position; the
other shape was presented rotated in depth at 60° around the verti
cal axis.

Immediately following presentation of the second shape, test in
structions were administered. The subjects were asked to identify
the orientation occupied by each shape by choosing between two al
ternatives: "rotated in depth" and "not rotated in depth." These
two orientations were demonstrated using a sample shape. On each
page of the test booklet, the subjects identified the orientation oc
cupied by the shape represented by the miniature replica shown at
the top of the page. The subjects also rated the confidence of their
responses on a scale from just guessing to absolutely certain. The
confidence ratingwas elicited to encourage conscientious performance,
but was not analyzed.

Upon completion of this two-item test, the subjects were tested
under the slant-directed condition. The subjects were informed that
two new shapes would be presented in the manner similar to that
of the initial two shapes. The subjects were directed to concern them
selves solely with discriminating the shape's orientation. No odd
even response was requested. As in the first part, one shape was
presented in the frontoparal1el plane and the other shape was rotated
in depth at 60°. Immediately following presentation of the second
of the new pair of shapes, test instructions were read to the subjects.
These test instructions were the sameas those used after the initial
two trials. The test instructions were repeated to ensure an equal time
interval between the last study trial and the shape-orientation test for
both conditions.

Across all subjects, each of the eight shapes was presented equally
often in the frontoparallel and the rotated-in-depth positions, equally
often with odd dots and even dots, equally often first and second,
and equally often in the first condition and second condition. The
pairing of shapes was randomized with the restriction that each shape
appeared equally often across subjects.

.962

.762

Overall

Table 1
Proportion Correct Under the Attentional

Conditions of Experiment 1

Slant-Directed .950 .975
Numerosity-Directed .775 .750

Attentional Condition Frontoparallel Rotated

shape. In theslant-directed condition, attention was directed
to processing of slant-in-depth. In the numerosity-directed
condition, attention was withdrawn from processing of
slant-in-depth.

The key comparison is between the slant-directed and
numerosity-directed conditions. The comparison can be ex
ploited twice to address the two concerns that motivated
the experiments: (1) If representation of slant-in-depth is
automatic, performance on the 2AFC test of slant-in-depth
under the numerosity-directed condition should be com
parable to test performance under the slant-directed con
dition. In both cases, performance should be significantly
above chance levels. (2) If the default hypothesis is cor
rect, performance on the 2AFC test under the numerosity
directed condition should be significantly poorer than under
the slant-directed condition, owing to a marked tendency
to perceive the standards as being in the frontoparallel
orientation under the former condition. On the 2AFC slant
test, which offers a choice between the rotated-in-depth and
frontoparallel alternatives, a significant bias favoring the
frontoparallel alternative should be evident under the
numerosity-directed condition. It is obvious that the evi
dence required to satisfy the default hypothesis (i.e., no
evidence of a bias for the frontoparallel plane) is less
demanding than the evidence required to support the cur
rent version of thepartial automaticity hypothesis (i.e., evi
dence that slant-in-depth is discriminated under the
numerosity-directed condition).

Method
Subjects. The subjects were 40 introductory psychology students

at the University of Wisconsin-Madison. All subjects had normal
or corrected-to-normal vision.

Stimuli. Eight different eight-point shapes were chosen from
VanderplasandGarvin's (1959) compilation of irregularly contoured
shapes. Four of the selected shapes had high association value
(M=42.5), and four shapes had low association value (M=24). Two
identical sets of the eight shapes were constructed from white poster
board and mounted on black stalks. A vertical array of black dots,
ranging in number from five to eight, was placed along the vertical
axis of each shape. Thedots were 3 mm in diameter and3 mm apart.
Onemember of each pair of shapesdisplayed an oddnumber ofdots,
whereas the other member displayed an even number of dots.

Test sheets showed a miniature replica of one of the eight-point
shapes, the response alternatives ("rotated in depth" and "not ro
tated in depth"), and a scale for a confidence rating of the subject's
response.

Apparatus. The apparatus consisted of a two-field tachistoscope,
a microprocessor that controlled theexposure duration of the tachisto
scope fields, and a two-button response panel. Each field in the
tachistoscope had a carousel with eight locations. At each location
was a stalk bearing one of the eight shapes. The shapes could be
positioned either in the frontoparallel plane or rotated in depth at
60° around thevertical axis. The carousels could be rotated to posi
tion the stimulus directly in front of the viewing window. The but
tons on the response panel were labeled "odd" and "even."

Procedure. All subjects were initially tested underthe numerosity
directed condition. The subjects were instructed that their task was
to make odd-even discriminations of the number of dots on briefly
presented backgrounds. The subjects were instructed to press the but
ton labeled "odd" if there was an odd number of dots and to press
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of the test to the barest minimum. Experiment 2 followed
the procedure of Experiment I except for a revision in the
form of the slant test. After presentation of the second form,
the sequence of presentations was interrupted and the sub
ject was asked to choose one of three descriptions of the
orientations of the encountered shapes: both frontoparallel,
both rotated-in-depth, one frontoparallel and the other
rotated-in-depth. For this task to be performed success
fully, only correct representation of slant-in-depth is
needed. Availability of the correct linkages between shape
and slant is not required.

Method
Subjects. The subjects were 40 undergraduates enrolled in an in

troductory psychology course at the University of Wisconsin
Madison. All subjects hadnormal or corrected-to-normal vision. None
of the subjects had participated in the prior experiment.

Stimuli and Apparatus. The shapes andapparatus were the same
as those used in Experiment I.

Procedure. The procedure was the same as that used in Experi
ment 1 with the exception of the test procedure. After presentation
of each pair of shapes, the subjects were asked to evaluate the orien
tations of theshapes.Three response options were offered: both shapes
were in the frontoparallel orientation, both shapes were rotated in
depth, or one shape was in frontoparallel orientation and one shape
was rotatedin depth. For subjects who were exposed to a mixed orien
tation pair and who responded correctly, an additional inquiry was
introduced. These subjects were asked to identify the orientation of
the second-presented form.

Results
Table 2 summarizes the results of Experiment 2.

Binomial tests confirmed that the proportion correct ex
ceeded chance for both attentional conditions and all trial
types. On trials in which mixed pairs were presented, the
probability of correctly identifying the second-presented
form given that the trial type was correctly classified was
1.00 for the slant-directed and .882 for the nurnerosity
directed conditions, respectively. Odd-even discrimination
was correct on 71.2 % of the trials.

GENERAL DISCUSSION

The results of this study make two contributions to as
sessment of our account of the process ofperceiving shape
at-a-slant. The results undermine the credibility of the
default hypothesis as an interpretation of Epstein and
Lovitts's (1985) findings concerning the effects of with-

Table 2
Proportion Correct Under the Attentional

Conditions of Experiment 2
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drawal of attention on perceived shapes. Equally impor
tant, the results fill a gap in the earlier work by providing
positive evidence that slant-in-depth is represented correctly
when attention is withdrawn. This demonstration contrib
utes important support for the partial automaticity hypothe
sis. Additional investigation is needed to determine whether
sensitivity to variations of slant-in-depth when attention is
not directed to processing slant-in-depth is equivalent to
the sensitivity for such variations when attention is directed
toward this discrimination. Also required to complete the
picture are investigations that segregate the various 0r,i
cal correlates that carry information for slant-in-depth. In
the present experiments, several of the recognized optical
correlates of perceived slant-in-depth were simultaneously
available so that only the general conclusion that slant-in
depth can be represented automatically is warranted.
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NOTE

Trial Type

Both Frontoparallel
Both Rotated
Frontoparallel-Rotated
Rotated - Frontoparallel
Overall

Attentional Condition

Numerosity-Directed Slant-Directed

.70 1.00

.70 1.00
1.00 1.00
.70 1.00
.78 1.00

I. There is evidence from a study reported by Nakayama and Silver
man (1986) employing the visual search paradigm that processing of
stereopsis is automatic .
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